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minimization of programmed logic arrays by D algorithm. Roth, J. Paul, T-C May 86 647-648

Pseudorandom sequences

built-in tests using pseudorandom sequences. Bardell, P. H., +, T-C Jul 86 653-658

Queueing analysis

analytic queuing network models for parallel processing of task systems. Thomassian, Alexander, +, T-C Dec 86 1045-1054

clustering approximation technique for queuing network models with large number of chains. de Souza e Silva, Edmundo, +, T-C May 86 419-430

enhanced approximation by pairwise analysis of servers for time delay distributions in queuing networks. Harrison, Peter G., T-C Jan 86 54-61

multi-purpose multiprocessor systems; approximate models. Towsley, Don, T-C Mar 86 220-228

Radix conversion

mixed-radix conversion for residue number applications. Chakraborti, N. B., +, T-C Aug 86 762-764

Random-access memories

multivalued memories; survey. Rich, David A., T-C Feb 86 99-106

row/column replacement for control of hard defects in semiconductor RAMs. Fujia, Tom, +, T-C Nov 86 996-999

Read-only memories

multivalued memories; survey. Rich, David A., T-C Feb 86 99-106

Recent coding; cf. Convolutional coding

Reliability

provably conservative approximations to complex reliability models. Smotherman, Mark, +, T-C Apr 86 333-338

Reliability; cf. Computer reliability; Fault tolerance

Reconfigurable systems

calculating cumulative operational time distributions in reconfigurable computer systems. de Souza e Silva, Edmundo, +, T-C Apr 86 322-332

Residue arithmetic

computing discrete Fourier transform using quadratic residue Fermat number systems. Truong, T. K., +, T-C Nov 86 1008-1012

mixed-radix conversion for residue number applications. Chakraborti, N. B., +, T-C Aug 86 762-764

Residue coding

comments on 'Direct implementation of discrete and residue-based functions via optimal encoding: A programmable array logic approach' by C. A. Papachristou. Mirsalkih, M. M., +, T-C Sep 86 829-830 (Original paper, Oct 83 961-965)

complex integer to complex residue encoding. Sousa, Mike, +, T-C Jul 86 648-650

+ Check author entry for coauthors

Scheduling; cf. Array processing; Multiprocessing; Parallel processing

Search methods

fast search algorithms for associative memories. Davis, Wayne A., +, T-C May 86 456-461

filter search hardware for database systems. Pramanik, Sakti, T-C Dec 86 1077-1082

Self-testing

alternative to scan design methods for sequential machines. Saluja, Kewal K., +, T-C Apr 86 384-388

condensed linear feedback shift register (LFSR) testing, pseudoeaxhaustive test technique. Wang, Laung-Terng, +, T-C Apr 86 367-370

Semiconductor device testing; cf. Integrated-circuit testing

Semiconductor memories

byte-oriented error-correcting codes for semiconductor memory systems. Chen, C. L., T-C Jul 86 646-648

row/column replacement for control of hard defects in semiconductor RAMs. Fujia, Tom, +, T-C Nov 86 996-999

Sequential logic circuit testing

alternative to scan design methods for sequential machines. Saluja, Kewal K., +, T-C Apr 86 384-388

Sequential logic circuits

testable design of single-output sequential machines using checking experiments. Saluja, Kewal K., +, T-C Jul 86 658-662

Sequential logic testing

direct verification of sequential circuits using temporal logic. Browne, Michael C., +, T-C Dec 86 1035-1044

Set theory; cf. Fuzzy set theory

Shift registers

bidirectional double latch (BDDL). Savir, Jacob, T-C Jan 86 65-66


condensed linear feedback shift register (LFSR) testing, pseudoeaxhaustive test technique. Wang, Laung-Terng, +, T-C Apr 86 367-370

linear dependencies in linear feedback shift registers. Chen, C. L., T-C Dec 86 1086-1088

signature analysis for multiple-output circuits using linear-feedback-shift register. David, René, T-C Sep 86 830-837

Signal processing

dual systolic architectures for VLSI digital signal processing systems. Bridges, G. E., +, T-C Oct 86 916-923

Signal processing; cf. Array processing; Image processing

Software design/development

designing systolic algorithms using sequential machines. Ibarra, Oscar H., +, T-C Jun 86 531-542

Software fault tolerance

bounds on algorithm-based fault tolerance in multiprocessing systems. Banerjee, Prithviraj, +, T-C Apr 86 296-306

fault-tolerant computing (special issue). T-C Apr 86 285-388

robust storage structures for crash recovery. Taylor, David J., +, T-C Apr 86 288-295

Software fault tolerance; cf. Computer fault tolerance

Software, operating systems

task switching locality in multiple-virtual-storage operating system; empirical study. Kobayashi, Makoto, T-C Aug 86 720-731

Software, operating systems; cf. Database management systems

Software standards

LOTOS specification of PROWAY highway service for process control applications Carchiolo, Vincenza, +, T-C Nov 86 949-969

Sorting/merging

correction to 'Lower bounds for sorting with realistic instruction sets' (Apr 85 311-317). Dittert, E., +, T-C Oct 86 932

special-function unit for sorting and sort-based database operations. Raschid, L., +, T-C Dec 86 1071-1077

Special issues/sections

fault-tolerant computing. T-C Apr 86 285-388

multiple-valued logic. T-C Feb 86 97-198

Standards; cf. Software standards

Stochastic processes

performability analysis for stochastic models of fault-tolerant systems. Iyer, Balakrishna R., +, T-C Oct 86 902-907

Stochastic processes; cf. Markov processes

Storage; cf. Memories

Switching algebra; cf. Multivalued logic

Switching functions

heuristic minimization of MVL functions; direct cover approach. Beslich, Philipp W., T-C Feb 86 134-144

iteration properties of multivalued switching functions. Reischer, Corina, +, T-C Feb 86 173-178

† Check author entry for subsequent corrections/comments
Synchronization


improving synchronizer performance with redundancy and masking. Kleeman, Lindsay, + , T-C Jul 86 643–646

System reliability; cf. Reliability

Systolic arrays

computing discrete Fourier transform using quadratic residue Fermat number systems. Truong, T. K., + , T-C Nov 86 1008–1012
designing systolic algorithms using sequential machines. Ibarra, Oscar H., + , T-C Jan 86 531–542

multiple-valued systolic system for computation of Chrestenson spectrum. Moraga, Claudio, T-C Feb 86 183–188

parallel algorithm to compute shortest paths and diameter of graph, and VLSI implementation. Sinha, Bhabani P., + , T-C Nov 86 1000–1004

partitioning and mapping algorithms into fixed-size systolic arrays. Moldovan, Dan L., + , T-C Jan 86 1–12

systolic algorithms for local operations on images. Guerra, Concettina, T-C Jan 86 73–77

T

Testing; cf. Built-in testing; Digital system testing; Integrated-circuit testing; Logic circuit testing; Self-testing

Transforms; cf. Discrete Fourier transforms

Transient analysis

aggregation technique for transient analysis of stiff Markov chains using approximation algorithm. Bobbio, Andrea, + , T-C Sep 86 803–814

Trees

array layout methodology for VLSI computational circuits based on use of layout slices. Krishnan, Musaravakkam S., + , T-C Dec 86 1055–1067

fault-tolerant modular architecture for binary trees. Hassan, A. S. Mahmudul, + , T-C Apr 86 356–361

cf. Very large-scale integration